that typically change with time and space. Although a fixed grid with a fine mesh may provide accurate numer- rather than exact solutions are involved (Yeh, 2000). "Scientific and engineering computation has become so complex that traditional numerical computation on
rather than exact solutions are involved (Yeh, 2000) .
"Scientific and engineering computation has become so complex that traditional numerical computation on I nsufficient spatial resolution is commonly recoguniform meshes is generally not possible or too expennized to be the primary source of errors in numerical sive" (Bern et al., 1999) . Although faster computers have solutions of partial differential equations (PDEs) for emerged in recent years, faster computers tend to be water flow and solute transport in the vadose zone (Yeh, used to solve even more difficult problems (Finlayson, 2000) . Proper mesh assignment is critical to valid numer-1992). Therefore, developing efficient numerical methical solutions. Traditional numerical models utilize fixed ods that accurately solve a problem with a minimum of spatial grids generated prior to numerically solving a computer time continues to provide a worthy challenge. PDE. Generally when a pregenerated, fixed grid is well This is particularly important for three-dimensional simchosen for a given problem, most conventional numeriulations of large geographical areas of the vadose zone cal solutions methods provide valid results. However, and associated groundwater zone. "One difficulty in solving a PDE with this approach (i.e., Bern et al. (1999) emphasized that numerical soluusing a pre-generated, fixed grid) is that the grid is contions should utilize computable estimates of discretizastructed and points are distributed in the physical dotion errors to dynamically assign mesh grids. Local adapmain before details of the solution are actually known.
tive grid refinement algorithms provide a powerful means As a consequence, the grid may not be the best one for the to accomplish that purpose through the use of autoparticular problem" (Tannehill et al., 1997, p. 710-712) . mated grid assignment based upon error estimates. In-A number of specific problems of water flow and socorporation of LAGR algorithms into numerical models lute transport in soils provide cases where pregenerated, offers potential for accuracy enhancement of numerical fixed grids may provide inaccurate numerical results.
approximations for such cases. Automatic adaptive grid Critical problems such as penetration of sharp wetting refinement procedures in LAGR algorithms provide fronts during infiltration in initially dry soil or sharp conenrichment of an initial mesh with the goal of providing centration fronts during convection-dominant solute solutions with prescribed accuracy specifications in an transport impose local spatial resolution requirements optimal manner. Local adaptive grid refinement algoFinite difference methods and finite element methods are two common approaches for transforming a set of rithms provide a gain in efficiency by the use of fewer nodes (Finlayson, 1992) .
PDEs that constitute a mathematical model into a set of algebraic equations that constitute a discrete model Adaptive grid refinement is one of three broad categories of approaches reported in the literature to ensure (Wang and Anderson, 1982) . The flow domain is discretized into cells to provide FDM spatial grids and elements accurate numerical solutions of PDEs for critical cases of water flow and solute transport in porous media.
to provide FEM spatial grids. An approximate solution for the mathematical problem is then obtained by use of These categories are (i) mathematical alteration of governing PDEs, (ii) incorporation of adaptive grid refineiterative techniques or direct matrix methods to solve the set of algebraic equations. ment or LAGR algorithms, and (iii) combinations of the first two categories. Each category provides approaches Accurate and reasonable approximations to the solution of the governing PDEs require three conditions: designed to improve inadequate matches between the mathematics given by the governing PDEs and the nu-(i) convergence of the approximating solutions to that of the PDEs, (ii) stable decay of errors in arithmetic merical approximations presented in model computer codes. Representative examples of approaches in the operations, and (iii) compatibility between the differential and approximating equations (Yeh, 1999) . Differfirst category for water flow include incorporation of mathematical transformations (Kirkland et al., 1992;  ences between the approximating and differential equations is designated as the truncation error. Although Johnsen et al., 1995; Pan and Wierenga, 1995) and interpolation (Pan et al., 1996) . Eulerian (Chang and Slattery, compatibility and stability often imply convergence, this relationship has only been established for a limited num-1990) and combined Eulerian-Lagrangian (Zhang et al., 1993) approaches in this category have been reported for ber of specific differential equations (Yeh, 1999) . The FEM and FDM numerical approaches differ in solute transport. Mesh refinement (Clausnitzer et al., 1998) and moving mesh (Dane and Mathis, 1981 ) LAGR a philosophical sense. In FDM, a value for the unknown variable (e.g., pressure head h in water flow) is comapproaches have been reported for water flow. For solute transport mesh refinement (Trompert, 1993; Wolf- puted at a node, which also is the average for the cell that surrounds the node; whereas, in FEM, variation in sberg and Freyberg, 1994), Lagrangian (Zegeling et al., 1992) , and combined Eulerian-Lagrangian (Yeh, 2000) the variable within an element is precisely defined using linear or nonlinear interpolation functions (Anderson LAGR approaches have been reported. Cao and Kitanidis (1999) present an approach for multidimensional and Woessner, 1992) . Positive features of FDM relative to FEM include being simpler to understand and prowater flow that falls into the third category. Examples of all three categories are discussed here. Although the gram and generally requiring fewer input data. Meshcentered FDM grids are convenient for problems where effectiveness of many numerical approaches based on the mathematical alteration of governing PDEs (first unknown parameters such as water pressure head h and solute concentration C are specified; whereas, blockcategory) have been clearly demonstrated for many problems, more complex problems often benefit from centered grids are advantageous for problems where water or solute flux is specified across a boundary (Yeh, the other two approaches. Thus, the primary emphasis 1999). The FEM provides a distinct advantage over in this review is to critically examine benefits and limita-FDM for approximating irregular geometrical regions. tions for using LAGR algorithms (numerical approaches Other positive features for FEM include ready incorpoincluding incorporation of adaptive grid refinement or ration of heterogeneous and anisotropic porous media LAGR algorithms and combinations of the first two properties, better capacity to handle internal boundcategories) in both FDM and FEM numerical models aries, and providing better simulation of point sources for critical cases of flow or transport in soils.
and sinks, seepage faces, and moving water tables (Anderson and Woessner, 1992; Friedel, 2001 ).
Pertinent Features of Traditional
Taylor series expansion in FDM is commonly used
Numerical Methods
to provide difference approximation for derivatives in Traditional numerical models for describing water differential equations. Implicit (i.e., backward-difference flow and solute transport in subsurface porous media scheme) and explicit (i.e., forward-difference scheme) are comprised of three fundamental components: (i) a finite difference approximations are common for spatial theoretical basis for translating accepted understanding derivatives. For example, a weighted average of approximations between current t n ϭ n⌬t and advanced times of subsurface physical and chemical phenomena into t nϩ1 ϭ [n ϩ 1]⌬t (where ⌬t is the time step) is given for the governing PDEs, (ii) a numerical method to approxithe second partial derivative of water pressure head, h, mate the nonlinear governing equations, and (iii) a comthat occurs in the one-dimensional water flow equation puter implementation to generate a generic computer code (Yeh, 1999) . The code is used to solve the matrix equation that results from the set of algebraic equations ‫ץ‬
(⌬x) 2 ΅ generated by approximating the PDEs (i.e., governing equations, boundary conditions, and initial conditions) and Woessner, 1992) . As stated above, fixed spatial grids are traditionally generated prior to numerically solving a PDE.
where ␣ is a weighting parameter such that 0 Յ ␣ Յ 1 (Wang and Anderson, 1982) . Subscripts and supersolution, communicating needs of the physics to the points, and providing mutual communication among scripts designate the spatial location of nodes and time levels, respectively. For ␣ ϭ 1, the spatial derivative is points as they respond to the physics. Two important target capabilities of adaptive grid approximated solely at the advanced time level t nϩ1 to give a fully implicit scheme which is unconditionally refinement strategies are to optimize overall computational effort (i.e., providing the best possible results for stable; that is, the time step ⌬t can be chosen independently of node spacing ⌬x. For ␣ ϭ 0, the spatial derivaa fixed computational effort) and to provide indicators of residual error as a measure of simulation reliability tive is approximated solely at the old or current time level t n to give a fully explicit scheme that tends not to (Oden, 1989) . Adaptivity involves automated "restructuring" a numerical scheme to improve the quality of be computationally efficient due to required very small values for both ⌬x and ⌬t. For ␣ ϭ 1/2, the spatial the resolution (Oden and Demkowicz, 1987) . Such restructuring may include changing the number of cells or derivative occurs midway between times t n and t nϩ1 to give the Crank-Nicolson method. The Crank-Nicolson elements, increasing the local order of the approximation, moving nodal points, changing algorithm structure method is both computationally efficient and unconditionally stable. Generally for the Crank-Nicolson method, during the solution of governing PDEs on a changing numerical model. Effective LAGR methods should rethe smaller the truncation error, the faster is the convergence of difference equations to the differential equaquire minimal mesh structure (i.e., essentially coordinate-independent), demonstrate stability during changes tion (Remson et al., 1971) .
and distortions of the mesh, and utilize parallelism or vectorization to deal with large data management re-
Adaptive Grid Refinement Methods
quirements in an efficient way (Oden and Demkowicz, Adaptive methods for solving PDEs for water flow 1987). The LAGR finite element methods meet these reand solute transport have been developed to increase quirements as effective adaptive schemes for very comthe accuracy of computed solutions. Three major cateplex three-dimensional problems (Oden and Demkogories of LAGR methods occur in the computational wicz, 1987). fluid dynamics literature: mesh refinement (h-methods),
Adaptive grid methods can be simply defined as "numoving mesh (r-methods), and subspace enrichment merical schemes which automatically adjust themselves (p-methods) schemes (Oden and Demkowicz, 1987;  to improve solutions" (Oden and Demkowicz, 1987) . SucOden, 1989) . These categories appear naturally if one cessful numerical models with adaptive mesh schemes views adaptivity as a means of reducing some measure contain three components: a flow solver, a strategy for of the global error in the solution (Tannehill et al., 1997) .
identifying regions for refinement and coarsening, and The h-methods refine the mesh to increase nodal density a mechanism for dynamically altering the mesh. A posin regions of the flow domain that have large errors, and teriori local error estimates are commonly used to assess can be very effective in producing near-optimal meshes the quality of a numerical solution after an initial calcufor given error tolerances. The p-methods increase the lation on a trial mesh is made. Calculation of very predegree of interpolation in regions of the domain with cise and sharp error estimates provides the only general high error, while maintaining a constant pattern of dismethod for assessing the actual quality of a numerical cretization. The subspace enrichment methods generally solution (Oden and Demkowicz, 1987) . First and second employ a fixed mesh and a fixed number of grid cells.
derivatives of domain variables are often used as simple The r-methods relocate a fixed number of nodes within means to identify high-error regions for mesh adaption. the domain to increase nodal densities in regions of the The trial solution is then used to compute an indication domain having large errors. However, without careful of the distribution of error and then to change the apimplementation, the moving mesh schemes can be unproximation to reduce the error. Numerical schemes are stable. Thus, the effective approaches often use a mixrestructured so as to optimize resolution. ture of two or three of the basic methods. Theoretically, Local adaptive grid resolution approaches typically combined h-and p-methods offer the fastest possible coninclude three major tasks: grid maintenance, integration, vergence rates (i.e., ways to decrease local errors to zero and communication (Diaz et al., 1989) . Grid mainteas fast as possible) can be attained by optimally decreasnance determines placement and/or removal of high ing the mesh size h and increasing polynomial degree resolution grids. Placement or removal of high resolup in a special way. However, the complexity of data tion grids is very important for modeling problems having both global and localized phenomena. Ultimately, structures for some combined adaptive methods can be substantial (Oden, 1989) . Effectiveness of an adaptive the solution obtained with such numerical methods is as good as the method's ability to track localized phescheme requires implementation of an efficient data management scheme (Oden and Demkowicz, 1987) . nomena over the domain. An adaptive grid approach is most effective when it In an adaptive grid, physics of a problem at hand must ultimately direct the grid points to congregate so is dynamically coupled with the solution, so that the solution and the grid are solved together in a single continthat a functional relationship on these points can represent the physical solution with sufficient accuracy uous problem (Thompson, 1985) . Points must not move independently, but rather, each point much somehow (Thompson, 1985 Kirkland et al. (1992) where two numerical
algorithms were implemented which retain advantages of -based finite difference methods for fully unsatu-(ii) the h-based form as rated heterogeneous problems but still permit fully saturated conditions. One algorithm was based upon trans-
forming Richards' equation with a variable parameter that has characteristics of water content when the (iii) and the mixed-form (i.e., the Richards equation) soil is unsaturated and of pressure head h when the soil is at or near saturation. The other algorithm was an
h-based method (Eq. [3]), which uses flux updating to achieve mass balance by updating for unsaturated nodes using where z is depth, t is time, is volumetric water content, h is water pressure head, K is soil hydraulic conductivity, D() ϭ K()/C() is soil water diffusivity, and (h) ϭ
[5] d/dh is the specific water-holding capacity (Celia et al., 1990 used for both saturated and unsaturated conditions (Kirkland et al., 1992 of constant-flux infiltration into soil with very dry initial conditions using P t -based and -based (Kirkland et al., It was also reported to be very easy to incorporate into existing h-based codes. Water fluxes were reported to 1992) models, although the P t -based model used much less CPU time. Smeared wetting fronts resulted for simibe more sensitive to spatial step size in solving Richards' equation than were water contents or pressure heads. lar simulations using an h-based model strongly indicated the need for local adaptive grid refinement. IncorThey suggest that the use of water flux rather than pressure head may be preferable in judging convergence if poration of the P t -based numerical model into existing h-based codes was reported to be easy. solute transport is to be included with the water flow model.
A general Eulerian FDM with modified Picard iteration for the mixed form of Richards' equation for one-A further example of category (i) 
dent of both K(h) and (h) relationships. The resulting where ␤ ϭ ⌬t/(⌬z) 2 for a fixed spatial grid; ␣ ϭ 1 specifies three-dimensional form of Richards' equation was backward FDM, which is fully implicit; ␣ ϭ 1/2 specifies the Crank-Nicolson FDM method, which is centrally
differenced in space; and ␣ ϭ 0 specifies fully explicit or forward FDM (Johnsen et al., 1995) . Superscripts n where P t is the dependent variable, * is a transformed and m denote time and iteration levels, respectively. specific water capacity given as Celia et al. (1990) used a fully implicit form of Eq. [7] without the source-sink term.
The fully implicit, mixed form of Richards' equation is generally considered to be an accurate model for both and K* is a transformed hydraulic conductivity specisaturated and unsaturated flow (Johnsen et al., 1995) . fied as
The next to last term on the right-hand side of Eq.
[11] provides a mass-balance adjustment since the term on
[10] the left-hand side of Eq.
[4] was approximated using a Taylor series expansion to give A critical feature of P t -based Eq. [8] is that near saturation ␤h Ͻ Ͻ 1 such that
P t (h) and ‫ץ‬P t /‫ץ‬t is guaranteed at the joint point h ϭ 0 linking conditions of positive and negative soil water pressure head. For large negative values of h, ‫ץ‬P t /‫ץ‬z Ͻ The discrete analog of (h)‫ץ‬h/‫ץ‬t in the h-based Eq. [3] is not equivalent to that of ‫‪t‬ץ/ץ‬ in Richards' Eq. [4] ‫ץ‬h/‫ץ‬z, resulting in faster simulations for vertical flow with less mass-balance error for conditions involving due to the highly nonlinear nature of the specific capacity term (h), even though they are mathematically equivlarge gradients of h. For zero and positive values of h, ‫ץ‬P t /‫ץ‬z ϭ ‫ץ‬h/‫ץ‬z and ‫ץ‬P t /‫ץ‬z Ͼ ‫ץ‬h/‫ץ‬z, respectively. The P t alent (Pan and Wierenga, 1995) . Conservation of mass alone, however, does not guartransform is free from difficulties commonly experienced for heterogeneous soils and with hysteresis for antee good numerical solutions for water flow using either FDM or FEM. For the special case of sharp wetthe case of the -based continuity equation.
The P t transform greatly reduces the steepness of ting front development during water infiltration into initially dry soil, conventional mass-distributed FEM wetting fronts in initially dry soil, thus mitigating the need for LAGR. Consequently, the transformed presapproximations have been reported to produce oscilla-tory solutions even as mass is conserved (Celia et al., changes in ٌH that tend to cause problems with numerical convergence in model simulations. 1990). Low initial water contents (Celia et al., 1990) and Numerical tests were performed by Dane and Mathis large grid spacing (van Genuchten, 1982) enhance such (1981) for constant flux infiltration of water into a vertiundesirable oscillation. Pan et al. (1996) provided a physcal sand column with initial, uniform water content and ical interpretation of numerical oscillation when FEM for simultaneous evaporative and drainage loss in uniis used to model water flow into dry soil. They emphaform coarse porous media with a water table located at sized that mass conservation in FEM is applied to each 3 m depth. Space nodes were redistributed by the code element, whereas mass conservation in FDM is applied as a relatively sharp wetting front moved downward. directly to each cell. Element size represents the FEM The smallest ⌬z values were dynamically placed in the spatial resolution because the nodal values represent vicinity of the front with the largest values placed both the final solutions. Detailed distributions of h, , and K above and below the front. An important advantage of within an element can be assumed arbitrarily without this adaptive method is that no preliminary simulations violating the mass conservation law at the element level.
are necessary to obtain the optimum combination of ⌬t Linear or nonlinear interpolation functions are comand ⌬z for a given problem. For evaporation, an initial monly used to obtain distributions for these variables.
constant flux boundary condition at the soil surface was Water storage and flux within each element in FEM are changed to a constant head when h reached Ϫ15 000 cm split into several components in the function space, each of water. This change in the surface boundary condition of which corresponds to one component of the boundary occurred between 4.97 and 6.17 h, resulting in a decrease flux of the element. Therefore even with correct applicain evaporation rate as the water content of the surface tion of physical laws at the element level, traditional soil decreased. For higher evaporation rates occurring at mass-distribution schemes may generate an incorrect 0.27 and 4.97 h, the smallest ⌬z values were dynamically response for a neighboring node due to the highly nonplaced in the soil below the soil surface, as well as in linear properties for water flow in unsaturated soil causthe soil in the vicinity of the water table. For transient ing numerical oscillation (Pan et al., 1996) . Although water flow with locally large changes in ٌH due to in-FEM offers the flexibility to arbitrarily choose both filtration, evaporation, and water uptake by roots, the element shape and interpolation functions within an LAGR approach for water flow offers more accurate element, the cost of that flexibility is that relationships and efficient computation of water flux q and volumetric between nodes (at the point level) may be incorrect content than nonadaptive schemes. Accurate values for physically, even though their integral (at the element q and provide critical input for accurate simulation of level) is correct. Mass-lumped schemes have been shown associated solute transport during transient water flow. to improve numerical convergence and eliminate oscil-A more recent form of the self-adaptive scheme by lations when simulating infiltration into dry soils (Neu- Dane and Mathis (1981) was incorporated into the man, 1972). However, smearing of the wetting front may WAFLOWM model, where hydraulic head H rather occur when a mass-lumped FEM scheme is used for than pressure head h was the dependent variable in the infiltration into a dry soil (Pan et al., 1996) . mixed-form of Richards' equation (Johnsen et al., 1995) , Pan et al. (1996) introduced two FEM mass-distribusuch that tion schemes that are free of oscillation and decrease smearing in the vicinity of a sharp wetting front. Free-
[13] dom from oscillation occurs with those schemes because the distribution of ‫‪t‬ץ/ץ‬ correctly expresses the physical where S(z,t) is a source-sink term for water uptake by relationship between nodes. Interpolation functions utiplant roots as well as tile drainage flux. This approach lized are dependent upon the nodal values of pressure eliminates the first-order derivative term that occurs in head at the previous time. The introduced mass-disEq.
[4]. The mass-conservative numerical method of tributed schemes provided less smearing and smaller Celia et al. (1990) was used to solve this equation. Johnglobal mass balance errors than a traditional mass-lumped sen et al. (1995) dynamically determined space step sizes scheme. Accuracy improvements of the new schemes by imposing the relationship were obtained at slightly higher CPU time requirements.
An example of category (ii) (incorporation of adap-
tive grid refinement or LAGR algorithms) numerical approaches for water flow was presented by Dane and where the error estimation function G(z i ,t) is defined as Mathis (1981) where a self-adaptive LAGR algorithm was combined with FDM for the one-dimensional h-based and is based upon the second-order spatial derivative fixed number (N) of spatial grid nodes were dynamically of H arranged such that fine grids are locally imposed in those flow regions where large changes in total head gradients
[16] (ٌH ϭ ٌh Ϫ 1) occur. Water loss as evaporation from the surface of moist soil and water infiltration into initially dry soil profiles tend to create regions with large Dane et al. (1982) demonstrated the utility for the use of second-order spatial derivative of H as an effective a problems. Most of the time 34 grid nodes were used in RZWFLO for 15-m tile spacing, although up to 21 extra posteriori error estimator during LAGR-FDM simulation of water infiltration into initially dry soil. Figure 1 nodes were temporarily added during times with steep H gradients. The adaptive, optimizing grid scheme in was adapted from Dane et al. (1982) and provides a graphic plot of the one-dimensional spatial distribution WAFLOWM maintained 50 total nodes throughout simulations, but dense grids were dynamically placed in of simulated soil water content (z) and the corresponding second-order spatial derivative ‫ץ‬ 2 H/‫ץ‬z 2 . This error regions with steep gradients. Transpiration, T, was calculated as potential evapoestimator justifies the fine grid automatically selected by the LAGR algorithm for the immediate vicinity of transpiration, PET, minus potential evaporation, E. A simple Thornewaite approach was used to approximate the sharp wetting front.
The WAFLOWM adaptive numerical model was suc-PET. T was distributed as a sink-source term over a constant rooting depth of 15 cm. Although results from cessfully evaluated using three years (1974) (1975) (1976) of field data for a cropped area in Aurora, NC where the two models predicted fluctuations in groundwater table fairly well, estimated depths to water table were midpoint water tables were measured for 7.5-, 15-, and 30-m drainage tile spacings (Johnsen et al., 1995 Ahuja et al. (2000) was modified to allow simulation of saturated adaptive-grid algorithm recreates the finite-element grid, depending on the position of the wetting front, flow. Within RZWFLO, the Green and Ampt approach was used to describe the water infiltration phase and to maintain the highest node density in those domain regions where ‫ץ͉‬ 2 h/‫ץ‬z 2 ͉ is maximal. Consequently, for the FDM given by Eq.
[11] was used to solve the water redistribution phase. A 1-cm node spacing was used in this solver, the total number of nodes changes with time during a simulation. The solver incorporates a finite-RZWFLO during infiltration and variable node spacing up to 5 cm with variable time steps up to 1 h were used element, Picard time-iterative model using linear elements and a Galerkin formulation at each time step. during water redistribution. Following rainfall, extra grid points were manually added within regions of steep Simulations were reported for ponded (5-cm ponding depth) infiltration into clay and sandy loam soils initially ٌH for the RZWFLO to prevent numerical convergence in hydrostatic equilibrium with groundwater tables at 15 m depth for clay and 5 m depth for sandy loam soil (Fig. 1) . The RES-1D solver effectively prevented numerical instabilities for the extreme head gradients associated with advancing wetting fronts in these two soil profiles. Cao and Kitanidis (1999) presented an example of category (iii) approaches (combinations of mathematical alteration of governing PDEs and incorporation of adaptive grid refinement or LAGR algorithms) for numerical solutions of multidimensional water flow. Modeling single-phase fully saturated flow in highly heterogeneous formations represents a challenge due to the tendency for flow to channel into preferential flow paths. In the case of very large conductivity variation, the flow regime resembles a network. Relatively fine grids are required to maintain low truncation errors and to prevent numerical dispersion associated with simulation of such flows. However, the use of uniform fine element meshes to capture the high-flow zones tends to be computationally inefficient since a coarser mesh may adequately describe typically slow flow rates that exist in most of the domain. Cao and Kitanidis (1999) applied tion to simulate steady groundwater flow in heteroge-neous isotropic porous media. Two uncoupled elliptic posed for high-flow areas and coarsened for low-flow equations for steady flow were utilized, one describing areas depending on accuracy levels specified. Thus, hydraulic potential head H adaptive refinement of the grid ensures both quality of the flow solution and significant reduction of overall ٌ(KٌH) ϭ 0
[17] processing time. Cao and Kitanidis (1999) utilized a numerical experiand the other for stream function ⌿ ment to demonstrate that successive mesh adaptation efficiently enhanced accuracy for two-dimensional ground-
[18] water flow in heterogeneous aquifers. The experiment involved simulation of groundwater flow in a 1 m by where K is hydraulic conductivity (or transmissivity for 1 m square domain where the logarithm of hydraulic Dupuit-Forchheimer flows). An a posteriori error esticonductivity is assumed to be randomly distributed. On mator ε was used to adapt the mesh through bisection the adapted meshes, the grid is highly nonuniform in refinements, unrefinements, edge swaps, and node movnode density, with higher density in higher conductivity ing. The error was defined as ε ϭ ⌿ Ϫ ⌿ l where ⌿ l is areas. Large differences between the first and fifth adapa piecewise linear solution for Eq.
[18] using linear eletive meshes are clearly obvious in Fig. 2 . The first adapments. The mesh adaptation procedure produces a triantive mesh was coarse, having regular triangulation with gulation on which granularity varies gradually, improvunit length of 0.05 m in the x and y directions (1916 ing its geometric quality and reducing the error related finite elements). Error estimates indicated that the first to the discretization.
adaptive mesh was inadequate. The fifth adaptive mesh The procedure by Cao and Kitanidis (1999) starts by had 9845 finite elements. Nodes were distributed unobtaining a solution utilizing a fairly coarse initial mesh.
evenly, so that density is higher where needed as deter-A higher-order approximation is used to estimate the ermined with a posteriori error estimate analysis. The CPU ror distribution, which serves as a guide to locate regions percentage utilized for grid optimization in the simulaof high flow rates and consequently adjusts the grid granution was Ͻ20%. Streamlines computed for the first and larity. A hierarchical-style local refinement scheme bififth adaptive meshes are also shown in Fig. 2 . Streamsects the longest edge of the triangle of interest. Areas lines from the initial coarse grid tend to miss the chanwith higher flow rates are discovered by a series of mesh neling of flow in preferential flow paths. A numerical soadaptations. An auxiliary unrefinement tool is used to lution based upon a very fine uniform mesh with 0.01 m delete unnecessary previously set points. An optional in both x and y directions (20 000 finite elements) was node-moving process can further improve the grid. Evobserved to be less than sufficient to resolve high conery refinement or unrefinement process is followed by ductivity areas. The adaptive approach described the a node-moving adjustment that improves the mesh qualgroundwater flow more effectively and efficiently than ity. Also, error estimates are computed on the basis of updated FEM solution. Refinement of the grid is imdid the very fine uniform mesh. 
where term dominates or the concentration moves along in a wave (Finlayson, 1992) . Accurate numerical solutions for
[22] solute transport involving steep concentration fronts create special requirements for optimum resolution. For where media bulk density b is assumed constant for a convection-dominant transport of solutes in porous megiven strata of porous media and the exponent Ͻ 1.0 dia, sharp peaks and valleys of solute concentration, as for many solute species. For steady flow, the correwell as details of the solution controlling transport besponding form of Eq.
[20] simplifies to tween nodes after each time step are truncated by interpolation between nodes. Such truncation is the source
[23] of all numerical problems in simulations of convectivedispersive solute transport (Yeh, 2000) . Truncation of where R(C i ) is a sorption retardation function given as peaks and valleys is an important cause of peak clipping, numerical spreading, and spurious oscillation. Incorpo-
[24] ration of local adaptive grid refinement algorithms in numerical models provides opportunity to enhance the When multiple interacting species are present, subaccuracy of numerical approximations by automated surface Eq.
[20] represents a system of coupled equaadjustment of local spatial resolution for such cases.
tions where coupling occurs through the sink terms i . The three-dimensional continuity equation for conFor competitive instantaneous ion exchange between vective-dispersive transport of multiple solutes during multiple cations, the i terms are typically given as funcwater flow in fully saturated subsurface porous media tions of concentrations C of both the ith species and can be expressed as competing species (Mansell et al., 1993) . Typical units for C in the solution phase and S in the exchange phase
are moles of charge per cubic meter and per megagram, respectively, where associated units of b are megagrams i ϭ 1, 2, 3, ..., N c [19] per cubic meter. Exchange isotherms relating S and C with fixed exchange coefficients are assumed for binary where C i is the concentration of species i in the solution combinations of species. The cation exchange capacity phase, φ is porosity, D is the dispersion tensor, i is a defined as the summation sink-source term, ϵ q/φ is the seepage velocity, q is the Darcy flow velocity, and N c is the number of species
[25] (Wolfsberg and Freyberg, 1994) . For transient water flow in variably saturated subsurface porous media, the is generally assumed constant for a given strata of pocontinuity equation for multi-species transport becomes rous media. Equation [20] provides mixed parabolic-hyperbolic (Yeh, 2000) . Oscillation is often the on solid surfaces, solution-phase reactions, and precipi-beginning of instability, whereas excessive spreading that undergo instantaneous competitive exchange was simulated during steady flow into a two-dimensional gives inaccurate solutions and may cause nonconvergence for nonlinear problems. The most severe limitaunidirectional flow field with homogeneous medium ( x ϭ 0.18 m d
Ϫ1
, y ϭ 0, and dispersivities ␣ L ϭ ␣ T ϭ tion of Eulerian methods is that none of them can be safely applied for large Courant numbers (C r ϭ ⌬t/⌬z). 0.45 m). Initially, the solution and exchange phases were assumed saturated with species 1 with C 1 ϭ C T ϭ 0.5 mg An example of category (i) numerical approaches for solute transport is the flux-corrected transport (FCT) L Ϫ1 and S 1 ϭ S T ϭ 0.5 mg L
, where C T is the total solution normality and S T is the concentration of exalgorithm, which provides an Eulerian method for overcoming both numerical oscillation and dispersion (Boris change sites. Species 2 and 3 were applied as a strip source centered on the upstream boundary (source length and Book, 1973). The FCT algorithm, which utilizes a weighting average of the flux computed by a low-and is 0.6 of the 400-m domain width) with solution-phase concentrations C 2 ϭ C 3 ϭ 1.0 mg L
. Equilibrium para high-order scheme, has been successfully used to simulate unstable solute transport (Chang and Slattery, 1990) .
, K 12 ϭ 2 and K 13 ϭ 4, were specified such that invader species 3 exThe FCT employs a clipping mechanism by forcing calculated concentration values to stay between the given changes more readily than invader species 2, which in turn exchanges more readily than the resident species 1. maximum and minimum values for each node.
Wolfsberg and Freyberg (1994) presented an example As the two invader species move into the flow domain, they preferentially displace the exchange phase of speof category (ii) numerical approaches for solute transport. A LAGR algorithm was utilized in conjunction with cies 1. A fixed coarse spatial grid was imposed with 4-m spacing and a 5-d time step. A fixed fine grid was an Eulerian solver that utilized an explicit second-order central finite difference spatial discretization and a imposed with 1-m spacing and 1.25-d time step. Simulated spatial distributions of species concentrations for second-order Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme to demonstrate efficient simulation of solute transport in the fine grid, coarse grid, and LAGR were compared for an elapsed time of 1500 d. The numerical error in groundwater. The LAGR tracks error-prone regions and supplies high-resolution subgrids locally as needed the coarse grid solution is greatest in the region where competitive exchange occurs between all three cation and maintains relatively few nodes elsewhere on a coarse base grid. The algorithm proceeds through five species. The LAGR subgrids and the fixed fine grid provided greater resolution, which reduced numerical ersteps during each integration on the base grid: (i) truncation error estimation, (ii) node flagging and subgrid ror. The leading concentration front for species 1 was not covered with a subgrid because it was beyond the generation, (iii) interpolation of initial and boundary conditions on subgrids, (iv) integration through multiple influence of the reactive invader species. Imposing subgrids for only two species rather than three resulted in steps on subgrids, and (v) updating coarse grid solution. Important features include a unique method for desavings in CPU time. Early in the simulation, the front for species 1 was sharp, but with time dispersion modertecting a priori where the numerical error is unacceptable, variable time step control, which allows smaller ated the front sharpness so that the coarse grid resolution was adequate at 1500 d. time steps on subgrids than on the base grid, and a modular framework that allows easy exchange of PDE Trompert (1993) presented another example of category (ii) numerical approaches for solute transport. A solvers to accommodate different problem formulations. The process of computing local truncation error LAGR solver was utilized to investigate nonlinear, brine transport in heterogeneous porous media located in at every node is inexpensive relative to the simulation cost because only coarse grid solutions are required groundwater. Disposal of hazardous waste in salt formations results in special problems related to brine transfor estimates. Subgrids with higher resolution than the original base grid are created and placed in regions of port. In the vicinity of rock salt formations (e.g., salt domes), salt concentrations may become very large, so unacceptable numerical error. Speed gained through enablement of parallel computations outweighed the as to influence groundwater flow (Zegeling et al., 1992) . Adaptive grid methods are especially valuable for such time step limitation required of the explicit numerical method used by Wolfsberg and Freyberg (1994) . Any problems where locally steep concentration fronts commonly occur. Trompert (1993) demonstrated that adap-FDM using a uniform discretization and of the same order in space and time can be coupled with the LAGR tive grid methods can compute a solution to such problems with locally the same resolution as on a very fine routines used by Wolfsberg and Freyberg (1994) .
An example of multiple species transport of three uniform grid, but with less computational cost. Equations for transient groundwater flow and salt transport cations in a uniform flow field demonstrated that the were assumed to be coupled through fluid density and LAGR by Wolfsberg and Freyberg (1994) achieved nudynamic viscosity , which were assumed to be related merical solutions with accuracies comparable to those to salt concentration C through the functions achieved with a uniform fine grid but with only 28% of the computational cost. The controlling PDEs for / o ϭ exp(␥C) transport of the three cations are coupled through reacand tion terms. Due to iterations among multiple PDEs, solutions to this reactive multispecies problem cost sig- With time, dispersion tended to smooth the moving tensor, φ is porosity, g (9.81 m s Ϫ2 ) is acceleration of front. Later, the front passed the interface between Regravity, and k is permeability of the porous media. For gions III and I and then moved into Region I with 1000-time integration of these equations, an implicit Euler fold smaller permeability than Region III, bypassing method was used for the first time step and a secondRegion II with 100-fold smaller permeability than Reorder implicit Gear-type BDF stiff ODE solver with gion I. Much later, salt penetrated Regions II and IV variable coefficients for following time steps where varifrom III at approximately the same time. At first, salt able step sizes are taken (Trompert, 1993) . Standard penetrated Region IV at the top-left corner and later second-order central finite differences were used for at the entire interface. Steady state occurred when evenspace discretization. Linear interpolation was used for tually the saturated brine has spread out over the entire obtaining initial and boundary conditions. domain. Salt concentrations in the reservoir were simuLocal-uniform-grid refinement (LUGR) methods genlated using LUGR at t ϭ 60 000 s when two grid levels erally start from a coarse-base grid covering the entire were used in the model. The coarsest of the two grids domain. Finer and finer uniform subgrids are created lowas 20 ϫ 20 m. User specified time and space tolerances cally in a nested manner in regions of large spatial variawere 0.10 and 0.25, respectively. The two-grid LUGR tions. The LUGR method used by Trompert (1993) percomputations were 1.8 times faster than those with a forms integration on a series of nested, local-uniform 40 ϫ 40 m fine uniform grid. finer and finer subgrids. Subgrids are created up to a
The Lagrangian approach or moving-grid method is level of refinement where sufficient spatial accuracy is generally less favored in operational transport models reached, and their location and shape are adjusted after than the Eulerian approach because of complexity of each time step. The space domain is considered to be a application. Computation of partial derivatives becomes rectangle, and all grids in use are uniform and Cartesian.
very complicated in distorted Lagrangian-point netInterfaces demarking inhomogeneities are assumed to works (Yeh, 2000) . coincide with cell edges in the numerical approximation. Zegeling et al. (1992) time the spatial grid is automatically refined in regions 1. Solve PDEs on the coarse grid.
with large spatial transitions. One grid-smoothing proce-2. If the desired accuracy in space or the maximum dure was employed to generate a spatially smooth grid number of grid levels is reached, then go forward and another for avoiding temporal grid oscillations. Two to Step 8.
types of automatic grid-adaptation were used. For one 3. Determine new finer-grid level at forward time.
type, integration occurs on grids that spatially equidistri-4. Interpolate internal-boundary values at forward bute a relevant measure of the error. The equidistribution time.
is realized in a dynamic Lagrangian approach where the 5. Provide new initial values at backward time.
grid is adapted continuously in time. This feature makes 6. Solve PDEs on new grid level, by using the same it possible to accurately and efficiently follow steep travtime step.
eling fronts of concentration. A second type of adapta-7. Go back to Step 2. tion serves to cope with rapid temporal transitions and 8. Update the coarse-grid solution by using the finerinvolves the use of variable step sizes in the numerical grid values.
integration. An advantage of this Lagrangian approach is that the grid movement often softens the solution Trompert (1993) demonstrated his LUGR method behavior in time, so that larger time steps can be taken distributions obtained with Upstream FEM, Galerkin FEM, Upstream FDM, and Central FDM numerical than on a fixed spatial grid. The moving-grid finite difference method was demonstrated for two one-dimenapproaches, as well as an exact solution for the problem of one-dimensional nonreactive solute transport during sional numerical problems with sharp traveling concentration fronts. The first derivative ‫ץ‬C/‫ץ‬x was used as a steady water flow through homogeneous porous media (Yeh, 2000) . Solute-free water was applied to the media monitor to place a number of points just within the front where large values occurred. and the initial concentration distribution with distance was expressed as a Gaussian Hill Simulation of groundwater flow in heterogeneous aquifers with high contrast in equation coefficients can be a difficult task (Cao and Kitanidis, 1999 ). An accurate
description of the velocity field has been shown to be a prerequisite for a realistic analysis of convective-disperwhere x is the space coordinate, x 0 (2000 m used here) sive transport of reactive solutes (Cao and Kitanidis, is the center of mass of the initial concentration field, 1997). In mixing-limited reactions, use of inaccurate vet is time (9600 s), and 0 (264) is the standard deviation locity causes miscalculation of the rate of mixing and of the initial Gaussian concentration field. An exact thus the rate of chemical reactions (Cirpka et al., 1999) .
solution for the Gaussian Hill problem was expressed as Neglecting spatial variability may be inappropriate when heterogeneity has a strong influence on mixing. Cao and C(x,t) Mesh Peclet numbers P e (P e ϭ ⌬x/D) of infinity, 50, Lagrangian-Eulerian methods (LEMs) combine the and 2 were assumed, with a small mesh Courant number best aspects of Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches.
C r (C r ϭ ⌬t/⌬x) of 0.24.
Lagrangian-Eulerian methods provide further examples
For the pure convection case (P e ϭ ∞) and convectionof category (iii) numerical methods. All LEMs solve the dominant case (P e ϭ 50), the Upstream FEM and UpLagrangian form of the transport equation at the nodes stream FDM produced excessive peak clipping, numeriof a fixed grid (Yeh, 2000) . Particle tracking methods cal diffusion, and slight phase error (Yeh, 2000) . Neither form a variant of LEMs in which particles are introduced approach gave spurious oscillation. Simulations for the into the domain. Each particle is associated with a spa-"worst-case" scenario (i.e., the pure convection case tial coordinate and a discrete quantity of mass. The numwhere P e ϭ ∞) are shown in Fig. 3 for Upstream FEM, ber of particles and location of the introduced particles Galerkin FEM, and ALGR-EPCOF. For the case with depend upon the initial concentration field, boundary P e ϭ ∞, the Galerkin FEM produced much less peak conditions, and artificial sources or sinks. During each clipping than the Upstream FEM and Upstream FDM time step, the particles are moved forward with convecapproaches. The Central FDM presented some peak tion and dispersion, the number and location of particles clipping, as well as unacceptable spurious oscillation and is converted back to concentrations for the fixed grid phase error for P e ϭ ∞. For the diffusion-dominant case nodes, concentration changes resulting from biochemi-(P e ϭ 2), all five numerical methods approximated the cal reactions are computed, and mass associated with exact solution. The ALGR-EPCOF algorithm provided each particle is recomputed. Particle tracking methods identical results with the exact solution within specified can accurately handle sharp gradients and small sources of mass. However, a very large number of particles and a fine support grid are required to conserve mass in particle tracking approaches.
Backward methods of characteristics (i.e., hybrid LEMs) form another variant of LEMs. Unfortunately, peak clipping is not eliminated by the hybrid LEM approach. Yeh (2000) utilized a Lagrangian-Eulerian decoupling with an adaptive zooming hidden fine mesh approach to solve transport equations to minimize peak clipping. The algorithm included "adaptive local grid refinement based on exact peak capture and oscillation free behavior" (i.e., ALGR-EPCOF). The ALGR-EPCOF algorithm was designed to capture peaks and valleys and high curvature areas to within a specified error tolerance to eliminate spurious oscillation, numerical diffusion, and peak clipping. This algorithm can be with the ALGR-EPCOF algorithm were compared with error tolerance for each of the three P e cases. It elimitime, especially for multidimensional cases. The local element zooming method constitutes embedding new nodes nated spurious oscillation, introduced no numerical diffusion, captured the peak entirely, and generated no directly into the existing computational grid (Wolfsberg and Freyberg 1994) . Although this produces improvephase error.
For simulations of another extreme case with large ments in local accuracy, it complicates the solution strategy because the nodes are no longer regularly distribmesh Courant number (C r ϭ 12 due to a relatively large time step ⌬t) and very large mesh Peclet number (P e ϭ uted over the entire domain. A Crank-Nicolson FDM tridiagonal matrix form of ∞), the ALGR-EPCOF algorithm also provided excellent agreement with the exact solution, in contrast to the one-dimensional form of Eq.
[20] for transport of a nonreactive solute with i ϭ 0 can be expressed as severe peak clipping, oscillatory behavior, numerical diffusion, and phase error observed with the four conventional FDM and FEM approaches (Yeh, 2000) .
iϪ1/2 ΅ second-order accuracy Central FDM generated unacceptable solutions for all time-step sizes used, and the
second-order accuracy Galerkin FEM gave barely acceptable solutions for cases when C r Ͻ 1.0. Yeh (2000) concluded that peak clipping in numerical simulation of
solute transport produces all ancillary problems of numerical diffusion, spurious oscillation, and phase error.
Yeh (2000) compared a spatial distribution of solute 
input during steady water flow through solute-free homogeneous porous media. An analytical or exact solution of the convective-dispersive transport in a uniform
flow field where solute concentration at the surface increased as a step function with solute-free initial condi-
where ␤ ϭ ⌬t/(⌬z) 2 for a fixed grid and q is the Darcy [30] water flux. Eulerian numerical solutions such as Eq.
[32] perform well for dispersion-dominant solute transport was used for convective-diffusive transport with D Ͼ 0.
but encounter difficulties such as numerical dispersion For the case of pure convection with D ϭ 0, Eq. [28] and/or oscillation for convection-dominant solute transsimplifies to port (Liu et al., 1995) . Extremely fine space and time C(x,t) ϭ 1 if x Ͻ t and 0 otherwise [31] grids may be required to eliminate such difficulties. Lagrangian-Eulerian methods where convection is Concentration profiles at t ϭ 9600 s were simulated for P e of infinity (pure convection), 50 (convection-domisolved with a moving Lagrangian grid using particle tracking along characteristics of the flow field and dispersion nant transport), and 2 (diffusion-dominant transport). For pure convection (P e ϭ ∞), the ALGR-EPCOF simis solved with a fixed Eulerian grid have been used to deal with such difficulties. Zhang et al. (1993) presented ulation is exact to within specified error tolerance. The ALGR-EPCOF algorithm provided excellent agreement a modified single-step reverse particle tracking (MSRPT) technique to handle steep concentration fronts during with the exact solution for all three values of P e . Accumulative mass balance errors of 0, Ϫ0.110, and Ϫ0.482%
convection-dominant transport, as well as pure convection. Two weighting factors are employed to control the occurred for pure convection, convection-dominant, and diffusion-dominant transport cases. In contrast, none particle tracking process. A factor greater than unity is used in the upstream region and another less than unity of the four conventional FEMs and FDMs could solve the convection-dominant and pure convection solute is used in the upstream region. For dispersion-dominated problems, the two factors approach unity, in which case transport satisfactorily. For diffusion-dominant transport (P e ϭ 2), all four FEM and FDM schemes gave MSRPT becomes single-step reverse particle tracking (SRPT). The MSRPT method maintains advantages of very good solutions, but the ALGR-EPCOF provided a superior solution.
SRPT procedures, such as providing efficient and oscillation-free computations, but circumvents artificial disPractical implementation of the ALGR-EPCOF algorithm presents a limitation of this approach because the persion introduced by SRPT near sharp concentration fronts. However, in regions where concentration gradiprocess of zooming and refining the finite elements at each time step is not straightforward (Zhang et al., 1993) .
ents are small, the SRPT method is effective. One-dimensional numerical tests revealed the MSRPT method to The large number of elements needed for this method also requires excessive computer memory and execution be relatively accurate, efficient and mass-conservative for solute transport in transient flow fields. An analytical
solution of the convective-dispersive transport in a uniform flow field where solute concentration at the surface increased as a step function with solute-free initial conditions as given in Eq.
[28] was utilized in a numerical ϭ
[38] test. Excellent agreement occurred between MSRPT and analytical results. The MSRPT method was demonSpace step sizes were determined by imposing the relastrated to handle the entire range of grid Peclet numtionship bers P e from zero to infinity for steady and transient water flow. The grid Courant number C r cannot exceed
The modified method of characteristics (MMOC) is where N is the number of nodes and the function G(x i , a LEM that treats convection through a fictitious partit) is defined as cle moving backward or forward with respect to each fixed node at every time step. Liu et al. (1995) combined
[40] a self-adaptive algorithm with the computational power of the MMOC to yield an adaptive modified method of following the method of Dane and Mathis (1981) , Dane characteristics AMMOC to simulate convection-domiet al. (1982), and Johnsen et al. (1995) . A four-step pronated solute transport in subsurface porous media. The cedure allows spatial grid nodes to be moved with time one-dimensional convective-dispersive transport equaand ensures small space step sizes at locations where tion was expressed as concentration gradients change rapidly with distance. 
Usage in Related Fields of Interest
Field-scale simulation of multiphase flow associated DC Dt
with the remediation of aquifers contaminated with nonaqueous phase liquids is computationally expensive and where C i,j is the solute concentration at node x i and time may provide unsatisfactory results (Hornung and Trant j , and CЈ i,j is the concentration of a fluid particle at t jϪ1 , genstein, 1997). Conventional simulations often do not which moves with velocity and coincides with node x i adequately resolve important flow features for several at t j . According to the single-step reversible particle reasons: tracking method, a fictitious particle moves backward 1. The influence of fine-scale flow mechanisms on from each node to the point macroscopic behavior approximated during fieldscale simulations is incompletely known.
2. Complicated fluid interface structures develop during the flow of multiphase fluid mixtures through during each time step ⌬t j ϭ t j Ϫ t jϪ1 , and CЈ i,j ϭ C(x i ,t j ) porous media. 3. Porous media flow often involves important inforis subsequently computed from the concentration distrimation on many physical scales. bution at t jϪ1 . The value for xЈ i was determined by fourthorder Runga-Kutta numerical integration of Eq. [34] .
Standard computational methods typically have diffiOnce xЈ i is determined, clipped quadratic interpolation culty representing unstable fluid interfaces, and numeriwas used to calculate CЈ i,j ϭ C(xЈ i ,t jϪ1 ). Combining the apcal dispersion of conventional low-order methods may proximation given by Eq.
[37] with a central finite differdominate physical dispersion. Field-scale simulations may require computational grids sufficiently fine to reence scheme for the dispersion term in Eq. [33] gave solve length scales of features characteristic of fine-scale in reservoir simulation problems (Prakash, 1987) which allows flexible grids. Mesh refinement techniques have localized flow behavior. Representing physically meaningful data on various length and time scales efficiently been shown to be useful in obtaining high resolution of shock fronts and near wellbore flow in reservoir simuladuring a simulation is a formidable task (Hornung and Trangenstein, 1997) . Additionally, very large volumes tion of cyclic steam injection for recovery of crude oil. Forsythe (1989) reported a CVFEM local mesh refineof aquifers may be involved, and many chemical components may be of interest. ment technique for coupling coarse grids with local fine meshes. Significant savings in execution times were obTo make simulations computationally viable, low-resolution numerical methods are often combined with tained, while providing similar predictions to global fine mesh runs. coarse numerical meshes. If such coarse numerical approximations do not resolve relevant flow features, computational results and actual flows in an aquifer may CONCLUSIONS be unclearly linked (Hornung and Trangenstein, 1997) . Lower resolution methods often underresolve compli-A number of critical problems involving water flow cated fluid interfaces spatially due to substantially inand solute transport in soils provide cases where pregencreased numerical diffusion. erated, fixed grids may provide inaccurate numerical re-A combination of high resolution numerical discretisults. Problems such as penetration of sharp wetting zation techniques and adaptive mesh refinement offers a fronts during infiltration in initially dry soil or sharp contool that allows provision of fine-scale resolution locally centration fronts during convection-dominant solute and concentration of numerical effort near important transport impose local spatial resolution requirements flow features. This tool offers achievement of local resothat typically change with time and space. Insufficient lution without overwhelming computational expense.
spatial resolution is commonly recognized to be the priHornung and Trangenstein (1997) combined adaptive mary source of errors for simulations of these cases mesh refinement with multilevel iteration to accommoresulting in such undesirable features as numerical oscildate elliptic and parabolic aspects of equations for flow lation and numerical smearing for water flow simulain porous media. A system of nonlinear hyperbolic mass tions of water flow and solute transport, as well as peak conservation equations was coupled to an elliptic presclipping for solute transport. Although utilizing a fixed sure equation. Three fluid components (oil, water, and grid with a fine mesh may provide accurate numerical polymer) that flow in two phases (oleic and aqueous)
solutions for such problems, high computational cost were assumed. The authors assumed no mass transfer may be prohibitive for multidimensional simulations inbetween phases and incompressible flow. Oil exists only volving large areas of the vadose zone and associated in the oleic phase, whereas a water and polymer mixture groundwater zone. forms the aqueous phase.
Three general categories of numerical approaches are The algorithm of Hornung and Trangenstein (1997) reported in the literature to ensure accurate solutions was applied to a two-phase polymer flooding problem of PDEs for water flow and solute transport in porous for a two-dimensional vertical cross-section between an media: (i) mathematical alteration of governing PDEs, injection well and a production well. The top and bottom (ii) incorporation of adaptive grid refinement (LAGR) of the reservoir were sealed, and permeability heterogealgorithms, and (iii) combinations of the first two cateneity was imposed. Initially the reservoir was filled with gories. Each of these categories present methods dea 10% aqueous phase mixture containing a 10% polysigned to improve inadequate matches between the mer concentration. A 100% aqueous phase mixture with mathematics given by the governing PDEs and the nua 90% polymer concentration was injected at a constant merical approximations presented in model computer rate in the injector. Complex two-dimensional distribucodes. Mathematical transformations of PDEs and local tions of aqueous phase saturation and polymer concenadaptive grid refinement and combinations of both have tration for the polymer flooding problem resulted from been used successfully by many investigators to enhance the injection. The adaptive mesh refinement algorithm numerical solutions of water flow and solute transport. allowed significant computational savings with an overAlthough mathematical transformations provide imhead cost of slightly more than 20% for mesh adaptation provement in simulations for simple cases such as water and data synchronization. The adaptive mesh refineflow into initially dry soil, LAGR approaches generally ment ran approximately four times faster than the fine offer greater potential for a broader spectrum of largemesh calculation. Nearly the same rate of convergence scale complex problems. Soil heterogeneity is one of and magnitude of accuracy were achieved on a series many complexities associated with such problems. Autoof uniform meshes as on adaptive meshes. matic adaptive refinement of the grid based upon a Grid refinement algorithms have also been used exposteriori error estimates can be used to ensure both tensively in the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations quality of the flow solution and significant reduction of (Tannehill et al., 1997) . One example is the LAGR techoverall processing time. Incorporation of local adaptive nique used by Perng and Street (1992) in modeling grid refinement algorithms in numerical models provide the Navier-Stokes equations to describe flow in a lidopportunity to enhance the accuracy of numerical apdriven cavity.
proximations by automated adjustment of local spatial The control volume finite element numerical method resolution for such cases. Three principal groups of local adaptive grid refine-(CVFEM) is a technique used for Navier-Stokes flows ment (LAGR) methods include: mesh refinement Partial differential equations for variably saturated flow tend to have parabolic behavior, saturated flow tends (h-methods), moving-mesh (r-methods), and subspace enrichment (p-methods) schemes. The most effective apto be elliptic in nature, and solute transport equations are characteristically parabolic-hyperbolic. Initial and proaches often use a mixture of two or three of the basic methods. Theoretically, combined h-and p-methods ofboundary conditions also influence the choice of LAGR to be used. fer the fastest possible convergence rates. However, the complexity of data structures for some combined adapImplementation costs of ALGR algorithms are a valid consideration in deciding whether to use such algorithms tive methods can be substantial. Effectiveness of an adaptive scheme requires implementation of an efficient in numerical modeling. For simple small-scale multidimensional problems, a fixed fine mesh may actually be data management scheme.
Successful numerical models with incorporated adapsimpler to implement than adaptive grid refinement algorithms, even though the computational cost is higher. tive mesh schemes contain three components: a flow solver, a strategy for identifying regions for refinement However, for large-scale multidimensional problems involving large flow domains, adaptive approaches may and coarsening, and a mechanism for dynamically altering the mesh. A posteriori local error estimates are combe preferred in practice over fixed fine grids because of very large CPU costs associated with fixed fine meshes. monly used to assess the quality of a numerical solution after an initial calculation on a trial mesh is made. First A number of major computational limitations relate to the incorporation of LAGR algorithms into numeriand second derivatives of domain variables are often used as simple means to identify regions for mesh adapcal methods. Limitations include: tion. The trial solution is then used to compute an indica-1. Three-dimensional procedures are far from autotion of the distribution of error and then to change the matic. approximation to reduce the error. Numerical schemes 2. Parallel procedures are just emerging. are restructured to improve the quality of the resolution.
3. Directional (e.g., boundary layers) meshes are not The main objective for utilizing any local adaptive generally available. grid refinement approach is to effectively achieve an ap-4. Optimal adaptive enrichment strategies remain proximate numerical solution that occurs within the range largely undiscovered. of admissible accuracy (tolerance) and to do so with min-5. Solution-based (a posteriori) error estimation proimal computational cost (Babuska, 1989) . Successful cedures are restricted to model problems. adaptive grid methods have been shown to compute solutions to water flow and solute transport problems Future design of LAGR approaches may also require with locally the same resolution as on a very fine uniform overcoming difficulties sometimes experienced in autogrid, but with less computational cost. Test problems of mated regridding of mesh for complex multidimensional water flow and solute transport for a number of LAGR geologies to obtain grids that ensure converging solualgorithms by different authors generally show that solutions. Thus, opportunities exist for further development tions computed with LAGR require smaller operational of simple but efficient LAGR numerical approaches for costs than a comparable method with a fine uniform a broader range of complex problems of multidimengrid. Accuracy of the results range from being similar to sional water flow and solute transport in soils. Spatial identical. However, cost for development, implementaheterogeneity of soils in nature is one of many important tion, and testing of LAGR algorithms may be substantial.
features that add complexity to such problems. Operational LAGR algorithms for simulating water
The potential need for adaptive grid techniques in flow and solute transport optimize simulation accuracy numerical simulations will obviously be impacted by and computational efficiency, especially for critical probfuture advancements in computer technology. On averlems that involve moving wetting fronts and/or conage, the number of transistors per integrated circuit in centration fronts that are characteristically sharp. Both desktop computers has approximately grown exponensimulation accuracy and cost effectiveness of a specific tially with time during the past 43 yr or so (http://www. LAGR approach are required to justify the use of such intel.com/research/silicon/mooreslaw.htm). This expoalgorithms, which typically involve complex code. Comnential growth rate roughly equates to a doubling every paring LAGR simulation results with those obtained 2 yr and was first reported in 1965 (Moore, 1965) . This with a fixed spatial grid provide a common means to trend, commonly referred to as Moore's Law, is exevaluate accuracy and computational efficiency. Tradipected to continue at least through this decade. As comtional FEM and FDM numerical approaches using fixed puter technology advances, more complex problems of spatial grids tend to be computationally inefficient since water flow and solute transport are likely to become they typically offer optimal accuracy but high computanumerically solvable without the use of adaptive grid aptional cost.
proaches. However, advances in computer technology Unfortunately, no single LAGR algorithm is capable simultaneously tend to generate an increasing demand of providing accurate, efficient numerical solutions for for addressing even more complex problems, which may all critical problems involving water flow and solute require further use of adaptive approaches. Although transport in subsurface porous media. The choice for a a first objective for any numerical simulation is to obtain LAGR algorithm for solving a specific problem depends a physically and mathematically correct answer for a upon such factors as to whether the PDEs are mathegiven problem, a second objective is obviously to obtain such an answer as fast as possible with minimal resources. matically elliptic, hyperbolic, or parabolic in behavior. 
